Learn Spanish

Frases Basicas/Basic Phrases

— Hola = Hello
— Adios/Ciao = Goodbye
— ¿Cómo estás? = How are you?
— Muy Bien/Bueno/Mal = Great/Good/Not good
— ¿Cómo te llamas? = What's your name
— Yo me llamo = My name is

Canciones de niños/Children's songs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3UiIzIeRKg

Pronunciación/Pronunciation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUHhbC6od4s

In Spanish
A is pronounced like the A in "awesome"
E is pronounced like the A in "hay"
I is pronounced like the EE in "jeep"
O is pronounced like the OA in "goat"
U is pronounced like the U in "duty"
¡Lotería!

Below is a board from the Mexican game, Lotería.*

**Instrucciones:**

1) Using a blank sheet of paper, re-create these cards with your own drawings writing the Spanish and translating to English. Cut out each card and create a pile from which the leader (youngest child) will draw.

2) Similar to Bingo, each player will need to mark four-in-a-row: horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. You can use differently colored dried beans, bottle caps, or stones to mark your matches.

In order to win remember to call out: "¡Lotería!" or "¡Buenas!"

*For a pandemic-themed Lotería, go to:  